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Drawing from a generation of scholarship in
the fields of gender, culture, and literary history,
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg persuasively argues that
every attempt to marginalize those outside the
new republican elite ended up only destabilizing
the elite itself. The public print culture of the urban
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wrought. The core of the Bostonian argument
against Shay’s Rebellion was that it represented a
class of irresponsible men unwilling to pay their
debts. That was plenty ammunition in a society
controlled--however uncertainly--by urban mer‐
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But given that this is a work of cultural history,
one should not expect to agree with every textual
interpretation contained within. In fact, SmithRosenberg poses many of these analyses as a sort
of rhetorical question, wondering if the discourse
of republicanism really can be deconstructed and
destabilized as she suggests. And that, I would ar‐
gue, is what makes this book so compelling. It is a
large-scale reframing of the American nationbuilding project. This is hardly the first gendered
analysis of the early republic, or the first attempt
to deconstruct post-revolutionary discourses to
unveil the ambitions and fears of the nation’s first
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